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The Scary Guy Will Rock Your Foundation! 
 

A meeting with this fully tattooed giant of a man - The Scary Guy, is a day you will never forget!  
This man challenges all whom he meets to take a good look at themselves and shows them how 
they can take full responsibility for all of their own behaviour in the form of words and actions as 
Energy. 

The Scary Guy FRSA, holds a dual citizenship, American and British. He is a former tattoo artist 
from America who legally changed his name in 1998 after a rival tattoo artist ran a full page advert 

asking “Are you tired of dealing with scary guys 
with war paint facial tattoos?” 

Scary has used his remarkable exterior for the last 
17 years, and has travelled the world non-stop, 
visiting schools, police forces, religious groups, 
and a host of corporate organizations, working 
with over 10 million people worldwide. His striking 
appearance challenges the stereotypes which 
people label him with in the moment. “I decided to 
change my behaviour and do something about the 
name-calling, put-downs and negative words I had 
used for a full 43 years!” says Scary. 

Scary empowers individuals worldwide, with the 
powerful lessons he delivers in his programmes, 
and says: “A bully is a professional victim who 
has been picked on their whole life.  They justify 
their behaviour based on their own experiences. 
There are NO “bad” people, just negative 
behaviour.  I treat everybody the same; with Love 
and Respect and then teach them how to heal.” 
 
He is unique in his capacity to reach audiences of 
all ages and backgrounds. His delivery is 
uncompromising, and his message is true.   

Today, following his programmes, Scary is 
frequently described by students and adults alike as “a really cool dude who showed us how to 
look at ourselves and how to deal with the negative words of others,” saying: 
 

“He rocked our world!” 

TO#PUT#IT#SIMPLY,#THE#SCARY#GUY#IS#QUITE#POSSIBLY#THE#MOST#POWERFUL#

#AGENT#FOR#CHANGE#ON#THE#PLANET#TODAY!#
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